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For decades and even today, the "Big space--little satellite" theory, that there is adequate
room to operate an ever-increasing number of satellites, maintaining spacecraft and space
debris separation, and ensuring there are no collisions, is how many governments and
commercial organizations operate. Currently, there are hundreds of satellites operated by
dozens of international organizations without a standard process or organization established to
integrate, communicate or analyze threats to these valuable assets. As the global economy
continues to rapidly expand, connecting billions of people, organizations and machines with the
ability to transfer and process information at an ever faster rate, world governments, militaries,
nongovernmental and international organizations, and even individuals are endangered by a
threat no one sees and few are aware exists. The potential results of the loss of space
capabilities including communications, navigation, timing, imagery, surveillance, warning,
reconnaissance, weather and/or scientific satellite payloads are catastrophic. This paper will
identify current space surveillance, tracking and collision avoidance and deconfliction programs
and processes in use. Additionally, it will review space law and its application to freedom of
navigation and spacecraft operations. Finally, a proposal with international implications that will
significantly reduce the uncertainty for satellite operations will be developed.

AVOIDING COLLISIONS IN SPACE: IS IT TIME FOR AN INTERNATIONAL SPACE
INTEGRATION CENTER?
40-45 million pager subscribers lost service; some ATM and credit card
machines could not process transactions; news bureaus could not transmit
information; and many lost television service—all because of the loss of one
satellite.1
—Lieutenant General Bruce Carlson
According to Thomas Friedman, the world is becoming flat as technology convergence
and the information revolution connect people and machines globally, anytime, to accomplish
anything. Flying above the Earth bonding networks together is an increasing reliance on
satellites to provide invaluable services. The above illustration is not a science fiction story, but
is ripped from May 1998 news stories, the result of losing a satellite nine years ago.2 One can
only imagine, and should worry, about the impact if it happened today, when we rely on space
for communications, navigation, precision timing, weather, radio and television, national
defense, scientific advances and more. With increased worldwide demand, orbits are becoming
crowded and collision prevention in space critical.
A wide range of U.S. government (USG) and commercial organizations as well as their
international counterparts use space and attempt to protect their spacecraft. This paper
proposes a solution that would significantly reduce the likelihood of collisions in space, the
establishment of an International Space Integration Center (I-SPIC). The discussion opens with
an overview of the space operating environment followed by a review of applicable space law
and policy. The final section focuses on creating an I-SPIC, including challenges and benefits
to its establishment.
Space Environment
Space is a unique environment, much different than air, land and sea. Its properties must
be understood before solutions to collision avoidance (COLA) and operations challenges can be
developed. The following section provides a foundational understanding of orbits, COLA and
space situational awareness (SSA).
Satellite Orbits: Highways in Space
If you were to step outside at night, you might see a spot of light moving across the sky,
one of over 100,000 items3 orbiting the earth that is either an operational satellite or debris.4
Although operational satellites work in a wide range of orbits and locations, exactly how many
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items are in orbit is unknown due to inadequate space identification resources, capabilities, and
an inability to integrate existing systems.5
Nearest to the Earth at an altitude up to 2,000 km is Low Earth Orbit (LEO).6 In addition
to the Space Shuttle, satellites perform, intelligence, scientific, and communications missions,
circling the earth every 90 minutes,7 traveling approximately 36,000 kmh. Debris as small as 1
mm can produce mission impacting damage;8 1 cm objects will cause catastrophic damage
preventing proper disposal of a satellite;9 and 10 cm objects will virtually destroy a satellite.10
Collisions may create debris, increasing the threat to all LEO spacecraft from weeks to 20,000
years.11
Primarily communications and weather satellites operate in Geosynchronous Earth Orbit
(GEO), the next most utilized region of space, at around 36,000 km. From the ground, they
appear to remain over a point on the earth and complete one revolution each day.12 It is
precisely because of the satellite’s ability to continually focus on a specific area that the most
efficient operating slots supporting high demand areas have multiple spacecraft. Recent studies
identified potential collisions of two satellites exceeding 2,200 kmh producing 2,800 potentially
catastrophic damage-sized fragments13 and increasing overall GEO collision risk by 37
percent.14
Considering satellites cost up to one billion dollars, finite number of systems, and limited
orbital space, organizations take great measures to extend service life. Even with state-of-theart technology and capabilities, only a handful of LEO spacecraft can be physically repaired.15
For all others, operators on the ground, using on-board computer systems, troubleshoot
problems and switch to backup components. The inability to repair a system can result in a
satellite becoming debris. Over time, components fail due to age; batteries lose the ability to
maintain power; fuel is depleted; or the operator’s nightmare can happen--a collision with debris
or another satellite. To prevent the worst case from happening, many satellite operators spend
tremendous resources developing COLA methods.
Collision Avoidance: A Spacecraft “Insurance” Policy
Most nations understand satellite safety is in the world’s best interest to ensure their
continued availability. Many spacecraft operators focus on the three pillars of COLA: damage
mitigation, debris prevention and COLA maneuver.16 To address these issues, international
organizations and governments established space policies.17
Since orbits are littered with debris, it behooves all involved to build spacecraft that can
mitigate the impact of collisions. Undoubtedly, a satellite owner wants to optimize system
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capabilities and maximize spacecraft life, and operators of other spacecraft want that owner to
minimize the creation of debris. Unfortunately, the more physical protection added, (e.g.
shields, backup components) the more the satellite weighs, driving increased launch costs and
spacecraft fuel consumption, forcing a choice between collision mitigation and mission duration.
To that end, the 1995 USG Orbital Debris Mitigation Standards established a baseline for
satellites to limit the probability of catastrophic results with the collision of debris smaller than 1
cm.18 The task of building an acceptable spacecraft falls to the designer, who must also avoid
creating debris during nominal operations.
Approximately 55 percent of known space debris was created during nominal operations
by either the failure to maintain control over components (e.g. explosive bolts used to deploy
systems), explosions (e.g. leaking fuel containers)19 and carelessness (e.g. astronaut’s glove
left unsecured in the space shuttle’s cargo bay).20 In essence, the initial design can mitigate
much of the debris before a satellite is in orbit. For example, satellite safeguards could include
tethers to prevent components from drifting away or better power systems to prevent overloads
and explosions.
Once on station, the operator is responsible to maneuver the vehicle out of harm’s way, a
common procedure conducted to maintain a proper orbit. However, moving to avoid a potential
collision assumes availability of additional key decision-making variables. First, the operator
must be aware of the impending situation. Second, one must have accurate spacecraft and
debris positions and their future trajectories data. Third, mission planners must understand the
collision probability and include an error “bubble” around each object, which could be several
kilometers in diameter, due to their inability to know exact measurements for all of the
variables.21 Driving down those inaccuracies and unknowns is the focus of much of this paper.
Space Situational Awareness: What’s Out There and Where’s It Going
SSA helps gain a better picture of not only what is currently in orbit, but also what an
object is doing and will do in the near future. Analysts need to find, track, and project the orbits
of space debris and in the case of the 3,153 on-orbit payloads, predict actions.22 Essentially,
there are five processes to create a space picture with different levels of fidelity, including
worldwide integrated Space Surveillance Networks (SSN), space observers, and satellite
operators calling other operators. A serious limitation is the inability to integrate all these
organizations and systems and provide actionable information for optimal decisions.
Currently, governments or consortiums operate the most capable ground based space
surveillance systems. Unfortunately due to competing requirements, the majority of these
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systems are not dedicated SSN assets. Many are considered collateral and contributing
sensors with additional mission requirements.23 Comprised of tracking, detection and imaging
radars, optical telescopes, and passive receivers, space surveillance systems have varying
levels of sensitivity and availability. Furthermore, due to the great distances involved, extremely
small field of view for some sensors, weather, and daylight and moonlight restrictions, their
ability to identify objects is severely limited. For instance, the Goldstone Bistatic Radar
Complex can detect LEO items as small as 2 mm at very low altitudes and 1 cm at 4000 km.
However, the system’s availability is 100 – 200 hours annually with a narrow 0.02 degree field of
view. Although there are some sensors that can detect GEO objects as small as 20 cm, 1 m is
a more reasonable size.24 In contrast to the integrated U.S. and Russian SSNs, the European
Space Agency (ESA) reports their systems are effective but not linked, relying on U.S. data to
acquire 94 percent of their objects.25
Placing space surveillance sensors in orbit is another option, but it carries a high price tag.
Currently, there is only one dedicated on-orbit satellite, Mid-course Space Experiment (MSX),
integrated into the U.S. SSN, accounting for over 200 daily observations.26 The U.S. is
replacing MSX with a more robust GEO identification system aboard a constellation of
spacecraft.27
The International Laser Ranging Service (ILRS), a consortium of academic and scientific
organizations with about 50 global facilities,28 employs lasers to determine nearly instantaneous
satellite location within 2 cm accuracy. However to use laser ranging, the satellite must be
equipped with reflectors to bounce the laser beam off. This results in the ILRS’ ability to only
track 38 satellites and inability to track debris.29 Another limitation hinges on the laser’s power.
Although several are strong enough to reach the moon, most can only track LEO satellites.
A less accurate, but viable system is based on a worldwide network of Independent Space
Observers (ISO). Using stop watches, binoculars, telescopes, radio monitoring equipment,
computers, and cameras, ISOs in 23 countries30 scan the night sky for anything out of the
ordinary. Coordinating observation efforts, these volunteers find and identify objects in orbit
with an accuracy of .05 degrees and .1 seconds. As part of the 1960’s Western Range
Research Network, 26 ISO teams provided 22,000 “very high quality” observations of 365
satellites31 and more recently aided ESA in restoring control to the Abrixis spacecraft.32 The
final process that contributes to SSA is another human-dependent system.
Satellite operators know exactly where their spacecraft is by conducting location
determination procedures during standard operations.33 From this information, maneuvers are
developed. Operators also contact the satellite to determine its state of health and look for
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component failures. Even with an in-depth knowledge of their satellite, operators often do not
have good SSA.
Identifying a potential collision and then taking actions to avoid it are two separate
challenges. There is neither a central SSA integration capability nor processes for an early
warning system identifying potential collisions available to most operators. As a result, the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Orbital Information Group provided public data
up until 2004.34 This service is continued by the U.S. Air Force’s (USAF) Commercial and
Foreign Entity (CFE) Program website35 as the primary source for space object location
information. Including over 10,000 items, the catalogue has significant limitations for day-to-day
satellite operations since it does not predict close approaches or potential collisions of most
items.36 Limited SSN resources and the large number of objects in space results in data
observations of low priority items37 that may be days or weeks old. The quality of the data can
result in widely varying predictions of close approach times and distances, increasing the
predictive error “bubble” around objects and driving suboptimal decisions.
Some satellite operators have developed relationships and informal agreements with
other operators to exchange accurate orbit and maneuver information in an attempt to reduce
inaccuracies and improve safety. Unfortunately, this situation is the exception, since several
governments do not coordinate operations, highlighting the need for a process or SSA clearing
house. A second hurdle discouraging information exchanges hinges on liability issues. It has
been 50 years since Sputnik was launched, yet the realm of space law and policy is still
evolving with tremendous ambiguity.
Space Law and Policy
The UN recognizes 192 states, of which 38 own or operate objects in space.38 Although
the U.S., Russia and China account for 95 percent of the payloads,39 the entire world is
dependent on space. Therefore since many systems can be viewed as a global utility and the
barriers to the use of space are rapidly falling, the question arises, who is ultimately responsible
for COLA? A small number of international space treaties begin to answer the question.
Legal Regimes: Space Do’s and Don’ts
The basis for law involving satellite operations is found in four space treaties40
promulgated by the UN and known as the Outer Space Treaty,41 the Registration Convention,42
the Liability Convention,43 and the Astronaut Rescue Agreement.44

Despite the lack of

consistent terminology or definitions, these treaties are the primary sources that set precedent
and regulating principles.45
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The first principle vital to space operations is the freedom of navigation and freedom from
interference. Establishing the international right to use space, the Outer Space Treaty declares
free access to space for all states,46 and enables unfettered travel by indicating space is an
international domain, “not subject to national sovereignty.”47 It further requires that if a planned
action “would cause interference” with another satellite, the owning state, “shall undertake
appropriate international consultations.”48 However, the Outer Space Treaty is vague as to who
is the owning state.
Taken as a whole, the treaties clearly place ownership of all space objects and activities
on the launching state, including those operated by “non-governmental entities.”49 Although
there are four categories of launching states, a state that: launches a space object, procures
the launching of an object, whose territory it is launched from, and from whose facility the
spacecraft was launched,50 the Registration Convention directs each object be registered by
only one of the launching states.51
Regardless of agreements among the launching states, the registering state “will have
jurisdiction and control over space objects it launched,” and is responsible for “every tangible
thing on the rocket, including payload, but also paint, bolts, and every other component part, all
the way to the microscopic level.”52 It would stand to reason the registering state should track
their space objects and notify satellite operators of potential threats. This is not the case for
several reasons. First, few states maintain a SSA capability and there is no existing mechanism
integrating available systems to provide an accurate space picture. Second, although a state
may be responsible for space objects, it is not liable for damages unless the debris created was
“from an act of gross negligence … or omission done with the intent to cause damage.”53 If
determining negligence or omission was not tough enough, case law adds to the difficulty. In
the only decided case involving space liability, Canada successfully sued the Soviet Union for
damages resulting from “the Cosmos 954 satellite, and the deposit on Canadian territory of
hazardous radioactive debris.”54 Although Russia was held accountable, its deorbiting
operations were not out of the ordinary and arguably not the result of gross negligence,
omission or intent to do damage. In another case, no action was taken when a French
communications satellite was struck by an Ariane rocket stage, severing the primary
stabilization boom and reducing its operational life.55 However, damage caused by debris from
China’s deliberate destruction of a weather satellite by an anti-satellite weapon on 11 January
2007 may result in legal action if a future collision occurs and is proven.56 Despite treaties
establishing broad parameters for satellite operations, there are no legal teeth minimizing debris
creation or collision avoidance notification.
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The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) maintains the final internationally
accepted, legal regime by assigning satellite frequency allocations along with authorized global
coverage areas. Although the ITU prevents frequency interference, ensuring multiple GEO
satellites operating in proximity use different transponders,57 it exacerbates the COLA problem.
Since there are a limited number of optimal orbital locations for transmitting to high demand
regions, satellites congregate around these slots, each with ITU approval. As many as seven
satellites vie for the optimal position within an operating box, requiring precise maneuvers to
ensure adequate separation.58 Therefore, the ITU does little in the realm of improving
operations safety.
Policy: Self-imposed Limits
A review of national space laws and policies reveals a focus on three topics, sovereignty,
liability and desire to minimize debris creation.59 Numerous nations, commercial entities and
international organizations, including the UN Office for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA),60 have
or are in the process of adopting guidelines like the USG Orbital Debris Mitigation Standard
Practices. The short fall of these policies is an emphasis on creating a safer future
environment, not coordination for COLA activities today.
To overcome inadequate SSA data, some commercial satellite operators develop informal
working relationships for planning purposes.61 In contrast, most government operators are often
restricted from discussing or coordinating COLA efforts with commercial operators or foreign
governments. By 2004 U.S. Strategic Command authorized Department of Defense (DoD)
satellite operators to contact non-USG operators, but only if the satellite was U.S. owned and
operated. Within days, USAF and commercial operators coordinated on upcoming COLA
activities and maneuvers, resulting in the first-ever USAF satellite maneuver based on non-DoD
data, significantly reducing risk, improving efficiencies, and minimizing SSA variables.62
However, if a non-U.S. entity owns or operates the spacecraft, then the State Department must
coordinate with the nation having jurisdiction, which in turn works with the entity operating the
vehicle.63 This process is extremely inefficient, overly burdensome, and unable to respond to
operator and COLA needs.64
A further problem is the lack of standardized processes and systems. Each operator
determines their own acceptable level of risk. Questions include debris mitigation when
designing spacecraft, disposing of obsolete or failing satellites, and COLA planning details.
Given the critical role satellites play, our inability to physically fix most of them once launched,
and the number of variables and unknowns, it is no surprise industry and operators are seeking
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assistance. In 2001, the U.S. Congress’ Space Commission65 declared the need of, “engaging
U.S. allies and friends, and the international community, in a sustained effort to fashion
appropriate “rules of the road” for space.”66 Three years later, in the 2004 Defense
Authorization bill, Congress authorized and in 2006 directed a DoD “pilot program to determine
the feasibility and desirability of providing non-USG entities space surveillance data,”67 which
evolved into the CFE. However, the program’s authorization expires in 2009. The CFE is an
excellent first step, but it does not create the relationships or integrate the systems required to
fill the information void preventing operators from achieving optimal mission performance.
Nations have a mutual interest to develop an international capability that reduces
communication barriers between satellite operators, integrates SSA processes, and enables the
free exchange of space object information.
International Space Integration Center
A cost-effective solution for that capability is within reach, the I-SPIC. The section opens
with a discussion on the necessary development foundation and organizational structure for an
effective center. Next, the challenges to the I-SPIC's establishment are addressed followed by
the benefits.
Development: Giant Leap for Space Operations
The cornerstone of a strong SSA capability requires consolidating data from various
systems into one accessible source.68 Once the data is gathered, it must be processed into
usable information and then disseminated. The task at hand is to determine what the I-SPIC
would require to collect the data, services it should provide, and its organizational structure.
The I-SPIC must allow users to get a good picture and understanding of the space
environment. However, exploiting international systems, by integrating the five sources of SSA
data: ground and space-based SSN, ILRS, ISO, and satellite operators, is not a simple task.
First, the I-SPIC must have access to relevant data, thereby necessitating formal relationships
and agreements with system providers and owners. This effort requires tremendous bandwidth
to transfer data. Next due to the need to convert enormous amounts of available data in nonstandardized formats, the I-SPIC would require large computing and processing power. Finally,
the organization must have a distribution capability for the processed information.
Focusing on services that reduce the potential of collisions in space and satellite
operators’ needs, the I-SPIC should increase their situational awareness of the surrounding
environment and reduce dangers to spacecraft. A more precise and complete space object
catalogue than currently available would create a foundation. Monitoring close approaches or
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coordinating maneuvers are not universally conducted satellite operations practices due to cost,
capability, willingness, or expertise. Therefore, a COLA notification service is essential.
Considering many operators are prevented by policies from coordinating their actions, the
center should facilitate maneuvers, serving as a go-between providing a pre-coordinated means
to exchange information and assist in resolving ambiguous situations. Since solar radiation and
pressure can have significant degrading affects on spacecraft, the I-SPIC should distribute
space weather information. Finally, the center should work with organizations preparing to
launch new satellites and identify orbits that minimize collision risks. Essentially, the I-SPIC
should be a one-stop shop for SSA. Meeting the above requirements and providing the
identified services may not necessitate a large facility or staff if a system of systems approach is
used. Utilizing a distributed architecture, employing a virtual operations center, or sharing
responsibilities are options that may depend on the organizational structure.69
Organization: Putting It All Together
The I-SPIC must be able to provide the same services and work with all organizations
equally, and must demonstrate that no one is receiving different information that provides a
competitive or security advantage. For international SSA, transparency is stabilizing and
encourages data sharing. As a result, the organization must be under international jurisdiction,
such as the UNOOSA, not a single state.
However, having responsibility does not translate to directive authority over space
operations. On the contrary, countries fiercely protect their spacecraft sovereignty and may not
support an international initiative increasing restrictions already in place.70 Jurisdiction would
only cover associated I-SPIC operations (e.g. acceptable data, configuration control,
internal/external relationships) and guide an organizational structure.
The U.S.-Russian Joint Data Exchange Center (JDEC) for missile warning could serve as
a model of cooperation. Established to reduce the likelihood of launching a retaliatory missile
attack due to false warnings, the center rapidly evaluates indications and provides an analysis.
A direct parallel can be made to the I-SPIC’s SSA mission. Both nations manage, and operate
the JDEC with trained experts, provide near real time processed data from their warning
networks and integrate the information into a “unified database for a multilateral regime for the
exchange of notifications.”71 For the I-SPIC, an international organization of spacefaring nations
should manage the capability and draw on SSA representatives to operate the center. Similar
to missile warning data, the center would provide SSA information integrated from all five
systems into a standardized and actionable database. However, there are two major
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differences between both centers. First, unlike JDEC data, I-SPIC information would be
available to anyone or nation at no cost. Second, due to the global utility of space services and
the benefit to all of mankind, funding should not be limited to spacefaring states, which already
bear the burden of operating in space.
Data collection and processing are not limited to a specific time, and in many cases do not
require a man in the loop if machine-to-machine operations are maximized. Taking into account
data can rapidly move across the globe in seconds and computers can be linked as a network,
the need to have a large standing organization of experts centrally located is unnecessary. An
operations center established with a virtual network integrating SSA data, processing systems,
and analysts is adequate to conduct normal operations. Considering much of the SSA data is
already available (albeit in non-standardized format), processing hardware and space experts
exist, and every sector involved in space agrees it is essential do develop an integrated space
picture, it should “not take a large portion of the treasury”72 to establish an I-SPIC.
Challenges: Hurdles to International Cooperation
If it was easy to create an I-SPIC, it would already exist. Why does a capability
overwhelmingly supported by industry, operators, academia, and most government agencies
remain fragmented while many of the systems required for integration already exist? A review
of the literature indicates five challenges: perceptions, secrecy, stovepipes, use our system, and
enforcement. Taken individually each could easily be overcome, but the cumulative impact
places a high hurdle in the road.
The mere mention of establishing an international organization comes with perception
questions. For some, an I-SPIC equates to an expensive and bloated bureaucracy. Others
might be skeptical due to the fear of corruption while another group is concerned with the loss of
sovereignty and increased restrictions.73 These are valid concerns, but an international entity is
not predestined to fulfill these perceptions. Spacefaring nations would determine the actual size
and makeup. The I-SPIC proposes a small, flat organization incorporating the distributed
capability of all SSA systems. The center is essentially a data integration, processing, analysis,
and distribution capability, not a committee or governing body. Of course, products for
distribution depend on the data received, and some entities prefer to keep the status of satellites
proprietary.
Whether for a commercial advantage or national security, locations of some spacecraft
are sensitive and not easily shared. However, the global nature of objects in space results in
the discovery of most large objects such as satellites. Even with the added secrecy of not
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disseminating orbit data, organizations such as the Union of Concerned Scientists74 or the ISO
publish information that is not part of the satellite catalogue. The data is already available for
many satellites, regardless if the owner approves or not. States need not submit data on their
secret programs, but recognize the information already exists, albeit at a lower fidelity. The ISPIC does not require exact locations of every space object, provided the owner understands
the responsibilities to avoid collisions is theirs.
Of the five SSA processes, only the U.S. SSN75 integrates two systems (ground and
space SSN) on a regular basis and a third system (satellite operators) when a potential collision
is identified. Even the ESA’s 32 systems primarily operate independently and rely on
Washington for a majority of space object acquisition data.76 The ILRS and ISO may use the
satellite catalogue for a cross reference to assist in acquisition, but their data does not
crossflow. Satellite operators in their quest to find a way to avoid collisions will integrate data
from the catalogue and when authorized other satellite operators. Unfortunately, due to the
stovepiping of information, the data is not as good as it could be if all SSA systems were
integrated in one center. If the goal is to minimize collisions in space, then one must have the
best data possible from all sources to reduce variables and prediction errors.
In addition to the CFE, there are numerous organizations advocating their own systems to
provide space object data and COLA information. The Center of Space Standards and
Innovation produces a daily “Top 10” satellites with the highest probability of a close approach,77
while companies, such as Space Exploration Engineering will develop the most efficient orbit for
a satellite and COLA maneuver recommendations.78 Other than their expertise in analyzing and
processing data, their products and services are not unique.
However, most base their processes on the CFE catalogue and data provided by satellite
operators, emphasizing DoD’s dominant role in providing global SSA data. Despite the good
information and services provided, the international community may have concerns on its
continued reliance as the primary source of space object data, especially during times of
conflict. These same concerns would arise if another state, consortium or commercial entity
was providing the data.
The ongoing debate involving the Global Positioning System (GPS) is an excellent
example applicable to the discussion.79 GPS provides free, highly accurate, global navigation
services. Considering the enormous amount of resources required to develop similar systems,
why is ESA building Galileo and Russia reconstituting GLONASS? The answer revolves around
two primary issues: trust and dependability. Since the U.S. owns and operates GPS, it controls
availability and access. States, who may disagree with the U.S. in the future, want to ensure
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services. In other words, they do not completely trust the U.S. and are concerned GPS may be
degraded in the future.
Going hand-in-hand with guaranteed distribution is dependable data, i.e. most accurate
available. GPS users expect the better than three-meter accuracy levels that improve system
requirements by 50 percent. However, DoD is only required to provide the lower performance.80
This mismatch combined with an ability to further degrade the unencrypted signal results in
some users questioning dependability. Similar to GPS accuracy concerns, the CFE’s data lacks
the precision required for highly accurate COLA predictions. Additionally, the SSN prioritizes
data collection efforts in accordance with U.S. requirements. Finally, the process for non-U.S.
agencies to request current COLA support is characterized as slow and unresponsive.81
Considering the above, it is understandable why the owner of a system benefits from its
universal acceptance while others desire an impartial capability.
Enforcement of rules and regulations is the I-SPIC’s final challenge. As envisioned, the
center would have no enforcement role. Its focus would be a capability to integrate, process,
and distribute space object information. As an international entity, the creation and enforcement
of laws, regulations and standards would be the responsibility of the governing organization,
most likely the UN. Regardless of the challenges to creating an I-SPIC, they are far outweighed
by the benefits.
Benefits: Securing the Final Frontier
Development of an I-SPIC will have far reaching impacts greater than just preventing
collisions. Integrating SSA processes leverages high demand, low density systems and
improves space operating environment understanding. Additionally, increased space object
fidelity enables more efficient anomaly resolution while the accompanying transparency is
stabilizing. Furthermore, the I-SPIC builds on common international objectives, encouraging
cooperation.
The limited number of radars, telescopes, lasers, ISOs, and satellite operators that can
collect SSA data need only to be optimized. Every day, SSA systems track, identify and/or
discover space objects, often times observing the same items with minimal coordination,
interaction, or data exchanges. By reducing or eliminating tracking redundancy, the low density
systems can refine data on known objects and identify new ones. For example, integrating
operator data from the 134 satellites the Air Force supports82 and the additional 38 spacecraft
the ILRS tracks, the U.S. SSN could reduce collection requirements on these objects.83
Furthermore, the data gained from the ILRS and operators could make up for the lack of
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extensive Southern Hemisphere observation capabilities.84 As a result, potential SSA
efficiencies gained by leveraging systems and process would be tremendous.
The I-SPIC improves SSA with an increased understanding of and ability to predict future
space object activities. As an internationally sanctioned organization, it enables an
unprecedented level of coordination and cooperation between operators for maneuvers,
disposals, and launches. The current slow and unresponsive process of state-to-state
communications, ad hoc operations, and informal agreements drives inefficiencies resulting in
shorter spacecraft missions. Increased space object knowledge will reduce orbit prediction
errors and variables. The result of combining better data and increased operator coordination is
a reduction in COLA maneuvers and associated analysis effort, thereby lowering operations
costs and extending spacecraft service life.85
Increased SSA also assists the ability to identify potentially hostile actions in space.
China’s demonstrated anti-satellite weapons, lasing an U.S. spacecraft86 and destroying a
satellite, brings into focus the need to identify hostile intent in space. As offensive space
capabilities multiply, many states will approach satellite anomalies as hostile actions first and
then as a spacecraft problem.87 The improved understanding of what is in space provides
better tracking, and analysis of objects, enabling a more rapid identification of actions that are
out of the ordinary and potentially hostile. Furthermore, integrating information from and
encouraging coordination of operators into the I-SPIC results in a forum of open discussion of
spacecraft activities and if necessary the direct query as to intent. The ability to help determine
hostile intent is a direct product created by the I-SPIC’s inherent space environment
transparency.
Considering the proliferation of launch-capabilities and the ability of virtually any
organization to operate a satellite, provided adequate funding, the need for transparency of
space becomes increasingly critical. Unless a state is willing to take preemptive actions and
prevent the launch of a spacecraft or disable it in orbit, there will be more objects in space,
some of which may have offensive capabilities. Similar to arms control efforts on Earth,
transparency is the foundation for verifying compliance and ensuring security.88 Just as the
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaties provided on-site inspections and national technical means
overflight to create transparency and a better understanding of U.S.-Soviet/Russian nuclear
platforms, the I-SPIC can serve a similar purpose for space, without new legal regimes, by
integrating SSA systems providing a more complete space picture.89
By verifying expected COLA, stationkeeping or even rendezvous maneuvers,90 and
virtually eliminating the number of unknown satellites, the I-SPIC reduces international tensions.
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On the other hand, I-SPIC transparency results in an understanding that hostile actions will be
detected, associated with an aggressor, and countered by an early warning,91 reducing the
likelihood of such actions, once again contributing to international stability. This increased
space transparency reemphasizes the need for spacefaring states to work with each other.
There is virtually unanimous agreement that preventing collisions is a priority and every
effort should be taken to avoid these problems. Finding common ground in space is difficult as
witnessed by the European Union’s inability to coordinate a collective military space policy.92
However, the I-SPIC sets aside discussions of weapons in space, liability, profits, and legal
regimes, and focuses on one aspect that is common to all spacefaring nations, the need to
prevent collisions in space. By identifying a unified objective and integrating available data, the
stage is set for all parties to take a leap forward in international space cooperation.
Conclusion
The space community overwhelmingly agrees preventing collisions is critical for
uninterrupted service. As the world becomes increasingly dependent on global space services,
the number of on-orbit satellites will increase and so will the probability of collisions with other
satellites and the estimated 100,000 debris objects in orbit. Although current space treaties and
legal regimes are adequate to assign ownership and liability for manmade objects in space, the
reality of demonstrating spacecraft operations negligence in creating debris, except for
deliberate acts, is virtually impossible. This pragmatic position coupled with opposition to
additional restrictions lead to a recognition that future treaties are unlikely. Reducing collisions
is a priority for all spacefaring nations and is built on a foundation of three pillars. States and
non-state entities are already taking steps in the satellite design and operation to prevent debris
creation and mitigate collision damage, two pillars of COLA. However even with the best
procedures and design, there will always be a need to improve the third pillar, spacecraft COLA
maneuver.
Although conducting a maneuver is a common occurrence, COLA planning includes
variables with considerable unknowns resulting in suboptimized decisions, increased risk, and
shortened spacecraft mission life. Reducing the orbital unknowns is critical and can be done
today by establishing the I-SPIC and integrating SSA systems. Internationally governed and
operated by system experts, the I-SPIC would focus on increasing satellite operator SSA by
providing COLA services including a more comprehensive space object catalogue, close
approach warnings, launch-space object deconfliction support, and facilitating communication
between operators.
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The I-SPIC can overcome challenges to its establishment. By focusing on services, not
enforcement, and establishing a flat organizational structure, the perceptions of a potentially
bloated bureaucracy can be allayed. Likewise, the general consensus among space users
holds that integration of current SSA stovepiped systems is more a policy and not a technology
or cost issue. Furthermore, the desire by organizations to advocate their own systems and
capabilities does not resolve the concerns of potential trust and dependability raised by states.
Finally, maintaining spacecraft location secrecy is not an issue due to SSA capabilities
proliferation and recognition that entities operating secret satellites share the desire to avoid
collisions and will take actions to maneuver.
Encouraged by and inherent in the I-SPIC is increased international cooperation enabling
new resource allocations. The ability to leverage low density, high demand systems will
immediately improve SSA and reduce the risk of collisions. Additionally, the increased space
environment transparency created by the I-SPIC will provide a stabilizing influence by identifying
hostile intent and actions. Likewise, anomaly resolution will become more efficient, while the
need to maneuver to avoid collisions will decrease, thereby increasing spacecraft mission life.
Space services from navigation to weather to communications are integral to the global
economy. Yet, these systems face a danger that threatens their capabilities, but could easily be
reduced by the establishment of the I-SPIC.
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